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Take Your UGO Furniture Outdoor
Outdoor, portable, durable! Who could ask for more? If at the end of summer, you want to stow your
outdoor furniture, simply take it apart and put in the shed or under a bed. Why not use your UGO
throughout the year as a guest couch or chair.
June 30, 2010 - PRLog -- You're outdoor on the patio with the kids for the summer. Why sit in an
uncomfortable folding chair? Get a UGO, put your feet up and relax and enjoy. The cushions are filled
with recycled 2 liter plastic bottles and the covers are water resistant UV protected. The cool pillows are
made to go inside and outside. It is a new way to think. Isn't it?
UGO Furniture is made right her in Eugene, Oregon. The frames are down the block and our cushions are
sewn right her in our warehouse. We have the ability to fill orders quick with our team of furniture
professionals.
We especially like creating new looks and cover colors with our customer's ideas. We recently completed a
GOLD METALLIC SOFA with colorfully patterned cushion covers with the fabric provided by our
customer. What a fun project. You can see the colors on our facebook page.
Tailgating outside isn't that far away. Why sit in an uncomfortable folding chair? Get a UGO and relax
and enjoy.
###
This portable, lightweight, durable furniture is perfect for any environment. Ugo Furniture is Easy to Move,
Easy to Ship and perfect for your apartment, studio, loft, dorm room, vacation rental, patio and mobile
lifestyle.
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Janis Dodson-Ugo Furniture
Eugene
Oregon
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Outdoor, Home, Family
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